What Does a JOG Look Like?

**What:** A JOG is an overnight experience where peers can discuss the generous life, designed to focus on the heart and not money. We never ask for money or allow others to do so, ever.

**Where:** Typically, JOGs are held in a retreat setting, home, hotel, or bed and breakfast. A host provides the venue, snacks and meals.

**How:** At every JOG, a trained facilitator brings short videos, scriptures, and stories for the group to enjoy and discuss together. The facilitator doesn’t lecture or offer answers. We believe that the message of generosity comes to life when there is informal and genuine conversation.

Why Your Church?
Money is connected to every single part of our lives, yet we have found that honest discussions about wealth are rare. JOGs offer a safe place to have these conversations which lead to real transformation. We have seen lives change in ways that have brought clarity, vision, abundance and joy.

Creating a Culture of Generosity
A JOG is a unique, proven discipleship tool that can transform how individuals in your church view generosity. Generous Giving can come alongside you in creating a plan to begin a cultural shift in your congregation’s heart towards money.

"As a pastor, I’m always looking for ways to disciple generous people without them feeling as if I’ve got my hands in their pockets. The JOG is exactly what I’d been looking for. It allowed each couple to examine their own generosity journey and identify personal next steps without guilt or pressure, while providing inspiration and encouragement in the context of community.

Senior Pastor from Fort Worth, TX

Your Role as Head Pastor
- Attend a JOG experience
- Encourage key church leaders to attend, host, & facilitate JOGs
- Determine if JOGs are a cultural fit within your church community
- Champion JOG attendance on a macro level (i.e. - promotional videos and social media pushes, announcements during service)